
 

Headshot Session 
Thank you for choosing Jess Self Photography for your Professional Photography needs. My 
goal is creating the best images possible for my clients. To make this happen, I would like to 
prepare you for your upcoming session. 

Please communicate with me upfront about expectations. If you have ideas or requests, I will 
do my best to make these happen but first and foremost, I will be honest with my clients. I 
will be honest in telling you what to expect from me.  

Session will include:  

15-20 images (typically 10 poses with images in color and Black & White) 

2-3 top wardrobe changes (please wear a tank top or undershirt for ease of changing) 

2-3 backdrop/scenery Changes (Location within 1-2 miles of Session) 

Minor touchup/editing- I will not make you look like a flawless airbrushed magazine insert. 
But I will cover blemishes, whiten teeth, brighten eyes, and smooth fly away hair. Please 
communicate any other requests with me before we begin so I can be prepared.  

48 hour turnaround time- I will communicate with you if I foresee the time being any longer 
(Holidays/ Extra Post Processing of Images/ etc). 

Images will be delivered via Dropbox link. They will be high quality images so the file size 
will be large. If there are special image size or dimensions needed please notify me prior to 
the session.  

Your Link will be provided via email or text or both. This link will expire 30 days after our 
Session so please save images to your personal devices or flash drive.  

Images will only be provided once payment is received.  

 

 

 



 

 

Client Tips for Preparing for Headshots 
Wardrobe (all): Wear something that makes you feel good and you are comfortable in. bold 
solid colors that compliment your complexion. Layers in contrasting color. Please no solid 
white or black. This flattens you as a person and does not photograph well. Please no loud 
mixed patterns or prints. Unless full body images are requested, all images will be from waist 
to chest up. So basically wear something comfy for the bottom half/ shoes. 

Wardrobe (Men): Fresh hair cut and shave always make a gentleman look his finest! Suit 
jackets are highly recommended for a business headshot. Collared shirts are also 
recommended. Please make sure that collar is crisp and stands up. 

Wardrobe (women): simple jewelry with one accent piece. Makeup as you would normally wear 
(Heavy makeup does not photograph well) I can touchup fine lines and blemishes with editing. 
V neck and scoop neck tops are great for creating definition in a photo (Just make sure the 
Bust is covered). Lip Shine of some sort is also highly recommended.  

Eyewear: if you wear glasses and contacts it is recommended that you wear contacts for the 
session. If you only wear glasses and have a frame without lenses, that is preferred. Lenses in 
glasses reflect light and block highlight of eyes.  

The Most important piece of wardrobe is attitude!! If you are having an awful day or didn’t 
sleep well please let me know. I would much rather reschedule your session for a day when 
you are feeling great than have a picture of you on your worst day following you around 
for the next five years.  

Speaking of Time, Headshots should be updated every five years at the least.   

Lastly: I am a professional but I like to have a good laugh and crack sometimes appropriate 
jokes to get those smiles as natural as possible. If you feel uncomfortable in a pose or 
settings in any way tell me so we can fix it! And if you look silly (in a pose) or have a 
booger hanging out your Nose I will tell you. I am a Virgo and I can’t help it!!  

Please print and sign your photo release prior to our session. Any and all feedback is 
greatly appreciated.  Thank you again for your business and Smile for Success!!  


